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First published as ‘Le langage Wailwan’ in Bulletins et Mémoires de la
Société d’Anthropologie de Paris, 4 (5th series), 1903, pp. 69-81. The article
was written in English and translated into French by Oscar Schmidt.
This version was retranslated into English by Mathilde de Hauteclocque.1

The Wailwan language, one of the idioms of the natives of New South Wales,
is spoken on both sides of the Barwon river, from Walgett as far as Brewarrina;
it can be heard all the way back up the Castlereagh, Macquarie and Mara rivers
up to about 70 miles to the south, where it meets the Wiradyuri and Wongaibon
languages. To the east of Wailwan, Kamilaroi is spoken, and to the north, Yualeai.

The different parts of speech will first be dealt with, showing the declensions
of the nouns and the adjectives, the modifications of the pronouns, the
conjugation of the verbs, and then some brief lists of the adverbs and the
prepositions. This will be followed by a vocabulary of some of the most important
words of the everyday language. This paper does not claim to give a complete
grammar, but merely an insight into the grammatical structure.

Perhaps this will interest philologists, allowing them to compare the different
languages of the Australian natives with those of other primitive peoples.

Orthography
Eighteen letters of the English alphabet are sounded, comprising thirteen
consonants and five vowels, namely, b, d, g, h, k, l, m, n, p, r, t, w, y, and a, e,
i, o, u.

The system of orthoepy recommended by the circular issued by the Royal
Geographical Society, London, has been adhered to, except for the following
modifications:

As much as possible, vowels have been left without special signs, but in a
few cases the long sound of a, e and u is indicated as follows: ā, ē, ū. In some
cases the short sounds of the u and o are notated ŭ and ǒ.

G is hard in all cases. W always commences a syllable or word.

Ng starting a word or a syllable has a peculiar nasal sound; at the end of a
word it takes the sound of ng, as in the English word ‘sing’.

The sound of the Spanish ñ is quite common; at the beginning of a word or
syllable I have expressed it as ny, whereas when it is at the end of a word, it is
the Spanish letter which has been used.
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Y at the beginning of a word or syllable has its ordinary consonant value.

Dh is pronounced nearly as th as in the English word ‘that’, with an initial
sound of d preceding it. Nh is also close to th, as in the word ‘that’, but adding
an initial n sound.

T is interchangeable with d; p with b; and g with k in most words where these
letters are employed.

Ty and dy at the beginning of a word or a syllable are pronounced rather like
the English y or ch; so, dya or tya has nearly the same sound as ja or cha.

At the end of a word or syllable ty or dy are pronounced as tch, as in the
English words ‘pitch’ or ‘catch’, but omitting the last whistling sound.

Nouns
The nouns are subject to variations according to number, gender and case.

Number. There are three numbers: singular, dual and plural. For example:
Mulyan, an eaglehawk; mulyangali, a pair of eaglehawks; mulyangalga, many
eaglehawks. Some nouns have a special plural form which is particular only to
them, such as: wiringamboi, many women.

Gender. For human beings, this is expressed by different words, such as: thur,
a man; wiringa, a woman; wurru, a child of either sex.

Among animals, the gender is indicated by the addition of a word which
signifies ‘male’ or ‘female’, such as: Kuragai mundava, a male opossum; Kurugai
gunal, a female opossom. Baba and gunni, the usual words for ‘father’ and
‘mother’, are also used for the same purpose, especially for birds.

Case
The nouns are declined with suffixes whose principals express the nominative,
the causative, the instrumental, the genitive, the accusative, the dative and the
ablative.

The nominative is the root of the noun, such as: thur winyana, ‘the man is
seated’, and this root has no declension.

The causative represents the motive of an act expressed by a transitive verb
and specified by a suffix such as: Thuru murrawi gume, ‘a man hit a kangaroo’
or Mirrigu kuragai kutthe, ‘a dog bit an opossum’.

Genitive — Thuranggu bier, ‘a man’s boomerang’; Wirnganggu kuni, ‘A
woman’s stick (yamstick)’.

One peculiarity of the genitive which is found in the Wailwan and in many
of the Australian dialects, as well as on many islands of Melanesia and beyond,
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is the addition of a possessive suffix to a great number of nouns of which I give
the following examples:

BierdhiMy boomerang:
(boomerang of mine)

1st person 

BiernuYour boomerang:2nd personSingular

BierluguHis boomerang3rd person 

When it is a question of two or more objects:

Biergalidhi: My two boomerangs

Biergalgadhi: My many boomerangs, etc.

Instrumental — When it is an instrument or a weapon which represents the
distant aim of the verb, it takes the same suffix as the causative. For example:
Thuru waru bume bieru, ‘a man hit a snake with a boomerang’.

Dative — The dative and the genitive are similar to each other, for example:
Nguranggu, ‘to a camp (ngura)’.

Ablative — Ngurandyi, ‘from a camp’. The accusative is the same as the
nominative.

In all the declensions mentioned above, the form of the suffix generally varies
with the ending of the noun. They are therefore subject to certain euphonic
rules which consist of connecting the suffix with various endings in such a way
as to ensure an easy and pleasant pronunciation.

Adjectives
Adjectives follow the nouns they qualify, and take the same inflections: Thur
bitthe, ‘a tall man’; Thuru betthegu murrawi gume, ‘a tall man hit a kangaroo’;
Thurgu bitthegu bier, ‘a tall man’s boomerang’.

When the last letter of the noun affects a euphonic modification on the suffix,
as indicated above, the causative and the genitive sometimes resemble each other
as in the last two examples. In that case, ambiguity is avoided by the sense of
the phrase.

The comparison is made by positive assertions, such as: Nginya yedda, nginya
wurrai, ‘this one is good, this one is bad’.

If an adjective is used as a predicate, it can be converted into a verb by adding
the necessary suffixes and conjugated accordingly. For example: Yeddadhu, I
am good (good me); Yeddagedhu, I was good; Yeddagalagadhu, I will be good;
and so it follows for all persons, numbers and tenses.
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Pronouns
Pronouns have person, number and case, but not gender. There are two forms
in the first person of the dual and the plural, for the purpose of expressing the
inclusion or exclusion of the person addressed.

Here is a list of the nominative, possessive and objective pronouns:

Singular
DhimeNgaddhimyNgadhuI1st pers.:

NuyouNginyayourNginduyou2nd pers.:

LuguhimNgigulahisNgilluhe3rd pers.:

Dual
Ligito us, inclNgulligiour inclNgulluwe incl1st pers.:

Ligina— exclNgullingina— exclNgullina— excl 
Nulato youNginyanulayourNgindiwuluyou2nd pers.:

Lugulato themNgigulaguhisNgillibulathey3rd pers.:

Plural
Ngenagato us, inclNgeanigiour inclNgeanewe incl1st pers.:

Ngenagina— exclNgeanigina— exclNgeaninna— excl 
Nugalto youNginyugayourNgindugalyou2nd pers.:

Lugugalto themNguggagalahisNgillugulathey3rd pers.:

The compound forms of the pronouns are used above all as answers to a question.
For example: ‘Who is sitting over there?’ can provoke the reply, ‘Ngulligina’;
and to the question, ‘Who is it?’ one can answer, ‘Ngeanigina’. In everyday
language, however, the natives prefer to use contractions, shown in the paragraph
headed ‘Verbs’.

There are also forms of objective pronouns which signify ‘towards me’, ‘from
me’, ‘with me’, etc.

Interrogative pronouns — Who, ngandi? Who (did it), nganduwa? For whom,
ngangu? What, minyang? Why, minyangu?

Demonstratives — This, nginya. That, ngunna. These are put after the nouns
and are declined in their numbers, doubles and multiples.

Particular words are used to indicate the relative position of the object from
the person who is speaking, while other particular words indicate this position
in relation to the person being spoken to.

Often the third-person pronouns are used as demonstratives. Hence the great
number and irregularity of these pronouns in the Australian languages.

The demonstrative pronouns also often acquire the sense of the definite
article, as for example: Kuragai nginya, which can mean either ‘this possum’ or
‘the possum’ according to the text. The adverbs ‘here’ and ‘there’ are generally
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identical to ‘this one’ and ‘that one’ and have on occasions the same sense as the
definite article.

Verbs
The verbs have number, person, tense and everyday mood. Like the pronouns,
they have inclusive and exclusive endings to express the dual or the plural in
the first person.

Each tense has its own special ending, such as: gumurra, guma, gumullaga,
the present, past and future of the verb ‘to hit’. A contraction of the pronoun
is added to the root of the verb to point out the number and the person.

Here, for example, is a summary of the conjugation of the verb gumulli ‘to
hit’.

Present indicative
Gumurra-dhuI hit1st person 

Gumurra-nduyou hit2nd personSingular

Gumurra-luhe hits3rd person 

  
Gumurra-liwe (incl) hit1st person 

Gumurra-linawe (excl) hit1st personDual

Gumurra-ndulayou hit2nd person 

Gumurra-lulathey hit3rd person 

  
Gumurra-newe (incl) hit1st person 

Gumurra-ninnawe (excl) hit1st personPlural

Gumurra-ndugalyou hit2nd person 

Gumurra-lugalthey hit3rd person 

The past and future forms of verbs have endings that vary according to whether
the action was of longer or shorter duration. These different endings stay the
same for all persons, whether in the singular, dual or plural. By adding the
necessary pronominal suffix, the verb acquires a special ending for each person
and each number of all the tenses, as shown by the conjugation of the indicative
present given above. I will therefore give examples only of the first person
singular, past and future.

Past
Gume gadhuI hit, indeterminate 
Gume ngurranyedhuI hit, this morningSingular
Gume gumbirradhuI hit, yesterday 
Gume ngargambodhuI hit, a long time ago 

Future
Gumulla-galladhuI will hit, straight away 
Gumulla-gadhuI will hit, indeterminateSingular
GumulngurriagadhuI will hit, tomorrow 
GumullagawandugagadhuI will hit, soon 
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Imperative
hit someoneGumullagu,Singular:
hit two peopleGumullagullaDual:
hit everyoneGumullagugalPlural:

Conditional

Gumullagayadhu, perhaps I will hit

Reflexive mood

The reflexive form of the verb describes the action that a subject performs
directly on himself:

GumadyillingadhuI hit myselfPresent:
GumadyillingedhuI hit myselfPast:
GumadyillingadhuI will hit myselfFuture:

Reciprocal mood

This modification of the verb applies to cases where two or more people hit each
other and, as a consequence, is limited to the dual and the plural.

GumullanullaliWe (incl) hit each otherDual:
GumullamillaneWe (incl) hit each otherPlural:

It is understood that in all examples given, the other numbers, persons and
tenses are subject to the same inflections.

The passive has no special form. As such, the sentence ‘a dog was bitten by
a snake’ is expressed by ‘a snake bit a dog’.

Adverbs
Here are some adverbs which, in conversation, are usually placed after the verb:

Yes, ngaru. No, wail. Here, nginya. There, ngunna. Over there, gurar. Presently,
dhulungurra. Sometimes, wanduga. Long ago, ngurgambo. Tomorrow, kumbirragali.
Yesterday, kumbirra. Always, thugowai. How, widdyu? When, widdyuwaru?
Where, wundha? Why, minyali? Where are you, wundhullandu? Quickly, burrai.

Prepositions
In front of, wirringa. Behind, wuggurwila. To the left, mirambil. Between, wongga.
Above, ngunnawa. Below, ngunnadhur. Outside, ngullugal.

Many of these prepositions are subject to inflections indicating the number
and the person, as in the following example which relates to everything found
on the left:

Mirranggadhion my left1st person: 

Mirrangganuon your left2nd personSingular

Mirranggaluguon his/her left3rd person 

and so on, for all the persons of the dual and the plural.
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Wirringgadhi, in front of me. Wuggurwiladhi, behind me, & c., subject to the
same inflections.

Interjections and exclamations

Yà! To draw attention. Chùh! signifies sh! Nginyalanduna, is equivalent to ‘well
done’.

Numbers

One, muggu. Two, bulagar.

Conclusion
The language, of which the preceding pages provide a general survey, is spoken
over a vast region of the central part of New South Wales. Across an area 350
miles in width, starting at Albury on the Murray River, and heading 600 miles
north, dialects of Wailwan can be found. Along this route are the hunting
grounds of the Wiradyuri, Wongaibon, Wailwan, Kamilaroi, Yukumbil, Yualeai,
Pikumbil and other tribes who speak dialects of this large language.

This whole article is the result of my own personal investigations among the
native tribes, without the assistance from any other person. Only those familiar
with the difficulties of collecting such data, amongst illiterate people, will realise
the obstacles I had to overcome to establish the grammatical form of the language.
Some errors and omissions are practically inevitable in the first publication of
a work of this nature. That is why the I crave the indulgence of the reader for
any faults in these pages.

The initiation ceremonies of the Wailwan, Wongaibon and Wiradyuri, known
under the designation Burbung, were described in detail by me in other articles.2

The initiation ceremonies among the Kamilaroi, Yukumbil and other tribes
are called Bora, and have also been described by me elsewhere.3

These tribes have a common social organisation with only slight modifications.
Marriage is regulated by the division of the community into four sections called
Murri, Kubbi, Ippai and Kumbo. I have described this in detail in other journals.4
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Appendix

The Tyattyalla Language
Two months ago I wrote an article for the Royal Society of New South Wales on
‘The Aboriginal Languages of Victoria’, which filled approximately 35 pages of
that Society’s Journal.5

The dual is very widespread in the Australian languages, but in all of those
from the western part of Victoria, as well as those from a certain area in South
Australia, there exists a triple number, a fact which has not been reported in
any other part of the continent. I thought that a condensed summary of the
grammar of the Tyattyalla language, as it is spoken on the banks of the Wimmera
River, might interest members of your Society interested in linguistics.

Nouns

As in number, the nouns have the singular, the dual and the plural. The cases
are declined similarly to the Wailwan, except that in Tyattyalla, the possessor
and the thing possessed both assume a suffix, although it differs for each word.
Here are a few examples: Wutyu, a man; gattim-gattim, a boomerang. But ‘a
man’s boomerang’ is expressed as: Wutyuga gattim-gattimuk. To give the sentence
greater euphony, the grammar allows that the thing possessed can be uttered
first. In that case, the suffixes are transposed. So, instead of saying: Laiura
lahrnuk, a woman’s camp, a more euphonic turn of phrase is used by saying,
Lahrga laiurk. Laiur is ‘a woman’ and Lahr is ‘a camp’. The variations of the
suffixes taken by the declined noun vary according to the last letters in the same
way as in the Wailwan language, described above.

Adjectives

These follow the nouns which they affect and are subject to the same rules of
declension.

Pronouns

Here, I give only the nominal pronouns.

DualSingular
YurwalWe, incl.YurwekI
YurwallukWe, excl.YurwinYou
YurwengurrakTheyYurukHe

PluralTriple
YurwengurrakWe, incl.YurwengurrakullikWe, incl.
YurwendakWe, excl.YurwendakullikWe, excl.
YurwuddakYouYurwuddakullikYou
YurwennakTheyYurwennakullikThey

It is apparent, from the above table, that the triple is formed by the addition of
a special ending to the plural form.
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Verbs

With the conjugation of the verbs, the triple number is made by the addition
of kullik to the suffix of the plural, as occurs with the pronouns. In all other
cases, the verb is subject to the same variations as in the Wailwan language.

Adverbs

These are the everyday adverbs of affirmation, negation, time, place, etc. Some
of them can be declined for number and person:

WindyarWhere are you?Singular:
WindyawulWhere are you?Dual:
WindyatkullikWhere are you?Triple:
WindatyWhere are you?Plural:

There are also special forms of declension for the past and the future and for all
numbers and persons.

Prepositions

Like the nouns and the adverbs, some prepositions have declensions:

WalmengekBehind me1st person:

Singular WalmenginBehind you2nd — :

WalmengukBehind him3rd — :

It is the same for the double and triple numbers and for the plural.

Interjections and exclamations

These are not numerous but, as with the prepositions, nouns and other parts of
speech, they can be declined.

Tyarrigi!Stop!Singular:
Tyarriyiwal!Stop!Dual:
Tyarriyuatkullik!Stop!Triple:
Tyarriyuat!Stop!Plural:

Numbers

One, kainp. Two, bulaty.

Vocabulary
The vocabulary contains 200 words of the Wailwan language, gathered by me
in the camps of the natives. Words of the same type are grouped together under
different headings: the family, the human body, natural surroundings, animals,
adjectives and verbs.

I have arranged these findings in alphabetical order.
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The Family
NguanHusband and wifeMaiiMen, collectively
WurraChildren of both sexesThurA man
BubbaFatherWirringanClever man
GunniMotherDhurrungalChief
KukkaOlder brotherMurrakungaBoy
KullumiYounger brotherWiringgaWoman
GatthiOlder sisterMariyunggaGirl
GiddyuraiYounger sisterKumadhiliaMaiden
  NikimikaiYoung woman

The Human Body
MurraHandWullaHead
WurriaFingersNguluForehead
GunendyirThumbKirBeard
DhurraHipMuludyinMoustache
BundaiKneeMilEye
KaiaCalfMuruNose
PiyuShinNanBack of the neck
DhinnaFootNugiThroat
GoaiBloodKuringgeraEar
GudhalFatNgundalMouth
YulaiSkinWilliLips
NgeAnusThulleTongue
MundaiPenisWiraTeeth
BuruTesticlesWirriChest
GirinyaSexual desireNgummuBreast (female)
MunneVaginaGindyurNavel
WuggaNymphaeBuriStomach
GunggamulliCopulationNirrimirriBackbone
BuddheSemenNuruArm
WirringraimuddhaMasturbationPiForearm
KilUrineKilkilburiArmpit
GunaExcrementNgunugaElbow

Natural Surroundings
WiFireDhuniSun
BudhuSmokeGiwaMoon
WurrungunnaHoneyGirrilaStars
GurunGrassNgindigindiwaPlanet Venus
GiraLeaves of treesGununggullaSky
NguraCampNgiddyunnaRain
KubboEggsMugoraiHail
KualShadowKulleWater
WurrungunEchoThagunGround
DhinggaFood (meat)KurrulStones
MudhiBird’s nestNgullanLight
  BullowiDarkness
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Mammals
BilbaKangaroo ratMirriDog
WiruPademelonMurrawiKangaroo
GuruBandicootThigarilaPorcupine
WibullabullaBatYugiWild dog
  KuragaiOpossum

Birds
WaruCrowNguriEmu
BurrimaSwanDuguruDiver
KuguburraLaughing jackassBudunbaBlack duck
MuraiWhite cockatooDharawaiyaTeal duck
KawilaCurlewKunambiWood duck
YamurPigeon (bronze wing)ThipaiyuWhistling duck
MunumbiSquatter pigeonWukkabuddhalMusk duck
DiridyiriWilly WagtailMulyanEaglehawk
MillimaruSwallowWillidubaiIbis
WaruCrowWireaPelican

Fish
BunngullaBreamKudduEel
BirungeSilver breamDhunulPrawn
WinggaCrayfishDhungurCatfish
  BiddhanYellow belly

Reptiles
YubbaCarpet snakeDuliGround iguana
MurraiDeath adderGugarTree iguana
MunggaliaTurtleYugaiBlack snake

Invertebrates
KummoginMosquitoGillidyaSpider
YerrirCentipedeBurimulCommon fly

Adjectives
BurraiQuickBugaDead
KurugurJealousBittheLarge
GirrumbiaSickButtyuSmall
KurgirriStrongKungalLong
MurdilHeavyNgurdhuShort
KulgigaraAngryYuddaGood
IriTiredWurraiBad
KirruHotYerringinHungry
GunundaiColdGirawilRed
DhullungaimbaYoungBunggobaWhite
BugaiaOldBulwiBlack
  GidyungidyunGreen
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Verbs
WuggaimulliSingDharridyannaEat
YunganiCryNurrunnhaDrink
WuggagiriDanceYuannaSleep
ThigarSneezeWinyaSit
GununggunaCoughYunnaGo
MunnamulliStealNgeaSpeak
KutthulliBiteDhumbulludhaSay
BumbilliBlow (with breath)BunnhagunnaRun
WommaBuildThai-gagaBring
GumaibugaguKillNgullugal-gagaTake
KuggaChopWumburraCarry
MummulliCatchGummaBreak
WalgagiriClimb upGumaBeat
GurinyaDieDhuaneFall
WurrannhaFlyNganhiSee
BaranhiJumpWinnungulliHear
GindaniLaughYurunnhaGrow
WirmuggiriScratchWilwaWhistle
NimmulliPinchWurragaGet up
MumaRubWarranaBe standing
BudheSmellNgundyarSpit
BirPretendGurarwaThrow
  NgunhiGive
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